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INTRODUCTION

Love may make the world go round but it's psychic energy that makes portfolio performance rock. It is

essential for making critical judgments — the kind that guide buy, sell and sizing decisions. Research

shows that judgment is highly dependent upon the availability of psychic energy, the same energy that

fuels conscious thinking, self control and perseverance. As reserves of psychic energy swing from full to

depleted the choices we make substantially shift, unintentionally. This essay examines the role that

decision fatigue plays in investing and describes how self awareness and process can keep your

portfolio energized.

Behavioral Matters is a series of essays on the application of Behavioral 
Finance written specifically for professional investors and portfolio managers.
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“I’ve got a great ambition to die of 
exhaustion rather than boredom.” 

- Thomas Carlyle



EGO DEPLETION

Freud coined the term ego to describe that part of the psyche that negotiates between intent and

desire. Psychologist Roy Baumeister relates Freud's view of our inner battles with this story: A Victorian

gentleman standing on the street might feel urged by his id (unconscious pleasure center) to head for

the brothel and by his superego (moral center) to go to church, but it is ultimately left up to his ego to

start his feet in one direction or the other. In this model, it is the ego that enables you to make and

implement decisions supportive of explicit goals while avoiding impulses. It's the same mechanism that

keeps you aligned with your strategy and process instead of falling prey to comfortable yet uncalibrated

heuristics.

Freud also understood that such regulation by the ego consumed copious amounts of psychic energy.

One famous study conducted by Mark Muraven, et al., asked participants to not think about a white

bear — a so-called thought control task. Those that were asked to not think of the white bear gave up

more quickly on a subsequent anagram task than did those in the control group. Engaging volition to

not think about the white bear simply wore people out. Exercising self control to override impulse, it

appears, has the effect of temporarily exhausting one's psychic reserves, rendering individuals unable or

unwilling to utilize their full decision making power to resolve choices. This condition of temporary

psychic exhaustion is known as ego depletion or decision fatigue.

“Exercising self control to override impulse, it 
appears, has the effect of temporarily 

exhausting one’s psychic reserves.”

“
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Decision fatigue is found to play an enormous role in

determining judicial outcomes. Professor Shai Danzigera, et al.,

studied the outcomes of a year's worth of parole hearings in

Israel. The findings are astonishing. An inmate's chances of being

granted parole drop steadily from 65% at the beginning of a

court session to nearly zero by the end — a time span of just a

couple of hours.

The researchers tried to find other factors that may account for

the disparity in outcomes. They looked at severity of crime,

ethnicity of inmate, sex and other potential causations. But it was

the time expired in a session that offered by far the strongest

correlation. Their findings suggest that mental rest and caloric

intake build up psychic reserves and that the demands of

exercising judgment under uncertainty deplete them. As the

judges approach psychic exhaustion they are less and less willing

to grant parole— exhibiting classic status quo bias.

AND THE VERDICT IS

“Mental rest 
and caloric intake 

build up psychic 
reserves and 

that the demands 
of exercising 

judgement under 
uncertainty 

deplete them.”
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Active management is built on choices, but rigorous deliberation among trade-offs comes with a hefty

price tag. Studying the psychic effects of overcoming urges Baumeister and colleagues set up an

experiment in which people were seated in front of two snacks: one a bowl of chocolates the other a

bowl of radishes. Half of the participants were invited to eat the chocolates and the others only the

radishes. Those free to eat the chocolates went on to perform better in a subsequent mental puzzle

challenge. Participants restricted to the radishes depended upon willpower to avoid the chocolates

Baumeister concludes, causing them to expend psychic energy and reducing their puzzle solving ability.

In another study Baumeister and team investigated the effects of ego depletion on active decision

making. Participants were asked to view an intentionally boring video. The participants were told they

would not have time for the entire video, but should watch enough to understand what's happening and

be prepared to answer a few questions afterwards. Half were assigned an active control requiring they

push a button to stop the video. The others were assigned a passive control requiring depressing the

button to view the movie and releasing it to stop. In other words, half stopped the video by pressing the

button while half did so by releasing it. Stopping was further motivated by the promise that after the

initial video they would see a second video of funny skits from Saturday Night Live. What Baumeister

found was that among the non-ego depleted participants there was no difference in the duration of

video watching as a function of active or passive control. Said differently, when fully rested and

energized the participants were just as likely to actively or passively end an unpleasant task — viewing a

boring video. Within the ego depleted participants the results were starkly different. After first using up

psychic energy participants with the passive controls were as quick to end the video as their non-ego

depleted counterparts while those with the active controls took considerably longer to stop their

viewing. Baumeister believes this data supports the notion that mental fatigue inhibits active decisions

while favoring passive ones.

EXPENSIVE CHOICES

“Mental fatigue inhibits active decisions 
while favoring passive ones.”

“
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While your intuition and judgment may be spectacular they rely on a limited and easily depleted

reservoir of psychic energy and this presents serious risk that most managers do not factor into their

decision making. Baumeister brings this point home with the following: "The ease with which we have

been able to produce ego depletion using small laboratory manipulations suggests that the extent of

the resource is quite limited, which implies that it would be seriously inadequate for directing all of a

person's behavior, so conscious, free choice must remain at best restricted to a very small proportion of

human behavior.“

For portfolio managers the lesson is clear: Your best may be terrific but you can't count on being your

best at every junction without help. And the support top managers employ is their investment process.

Knowing when to slow down, think twice, benchmark to outside views and seek independent input are

some of the process elements that guard against ego depletion, as well as a host of other emotional and

cognitive biases.

WITHOUT A NET
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CONCLUSION
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Investment decisions can pop up at any time throughout the day.

What precedes them, we now better understand, can dramatically

alter the choices made and their impact on performance.

Experience enables managers to develop judgment and self

awareness that can help counterbalance the effects of ego

depletion. Adherence to a well calibrated investment process,

however, can guide frenetic inter-day decisions towards choices

that more often reflect intention, consistency and quality. The

alternative may lead you towards tired performance.
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Cabot helps equity portfolio managers and

research analysts improve. Using our

proprietary patented analytics we help

investment professionals better understand

their skills, investment processes and

behavioral tendencies. Clients then collaborate

with Cabot to implement pinpoint refinements

to the way they buy, sell and size assets.
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Improvement of more than 150 basis points of incremental performance is typical

among clients during their initial three years of Cabot collaboration. In addition to

generating stronger results, these investment professionals gain deeper self-

awareness, streamline their investment processes and build stronger relationships

with their investor-clients aided by compelling charts, graphs and other

communication tools. Knowing is better than believing – if your goal is to do your

best today while learning and improving for tomorrow, then we’re here to help.
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